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Introduction
The neural mechanism
of stereoscopic
vision has been one
of the key areas of research
in visual neuroscience
since
the pioneering
study by Barlow et al. [l], who discovered
neurons in cat striate cortex that are tuned to a wide variety
of stereoscopic
depths.
They found that some of these
neurons responded
to a stimulus
that is positioned
further
a~vay from the plane of fixation, lvhereas the other neurons
responded
to a stimulus positioned
on the fixation plane or
closer. ‘I-his result \vas later confirmed
in the visual cortex
of alert behaving
monkey
[2].
In a striking
extension
of this work, Poggio ft al. [3]
demonstrated
that complex
cells in monkey
primary and
secondary
visual cortex (Vl and V2, respectively)
respond
to stereoscopic
depth embedded
in dynamic
random-dot
stercogmms
(RDSs). A RDS is a pair of images consisting
of a rwo-dimensional
arra)- of randomly
placed dots. (The
dynamic version is a movie of RDSs.) The images in each
pair are identical
except
that a portion
of one image is
displaced
horizontally.
Although
the displaced
region is
invisible
if each image is viewed individually,
it becomes
stunningly
clear when the pair of images is viewed under a
condition
of binocular
fusion. Because of this feature, the
RDS has been used as an unambiguous
test for stereopsis
in humans and as a benchmark
for computaCona1
models
of stereovision.
Although
RDS tests are well established
for human vision [3], it has been surprising
to discover that
neurons relatively
early in the visual pathway (i.e. at only
the second stage of visual cortical processing)
respond
to
these patterns. Computational
models of stereovision,
such

Csing a diagram similar to [he one depicted
in Figure la,
Julesz
[a] described
the complexity
of the binocular
matching
process,
which is used in stereoscopic
vision.
Even for the receptive
field (RF) of a single complex
cell, as illustrated
at the top of Figure la, multiple
image
features are probably
present
within the RF. For a single
row of actual targets, as shonn enclosed
in an elongated
ellipse in the fronto-parallel
plane, many other matches
are possible
at all intersections
of the rays contained
in
rhe diamond-shaped
region in Figure
la. The possible
matches
that fall outside
the ellipse
are called
false
marches. Any stereoscopic
vision mechanism
must be able
to resolve this ambiguity,
eliminating
false matches
and
coming up with a globally consistent
solution. For the case
shojvn in Figure la, an appropriate
response
for a cell may
be to use a filtering operation
that will make it respond
only to targets that lie within the horizontal
ellipse. A map
of such selectivity
to a stimulus placed at any point in the
diamond-shaped
area may be defined as the binocular
of the cell. Being a twwdimensional
map, a binocular
is a more complete
description
of binocular properties
a disparity tuning curve, which most previous studies
relied upon [2,3,7-91.

RF
RF
rhan
have

The disparity energy model
[ 1 l-131 have devised and elaborated
a model for a binocular
complex
cell, called the disparity
energy model, which is shown schematically
in Figure lb.
The model predicts
well the shape of the binocular
RF
for complex
cells in the cat [14*]. It has also been used

We [lo] and others
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its RF, it will not

be able to discriminate
correct matches from false targets. The problem is even more difficult when targets in the entire stimulus area must be
considered,
because the number of possible matches grows with the square of the number of targets in each eye’s Image. Redrawn from [4].

(b) The disparity

energy

model

for complex

cells, as described

in [lo,1 4’1. This model

is based

on highly specific

hierarchical

connections

from

selected simple cells to a complex cell (see text). (c) Predicted responses for a binocular RF are shown of the model in (b) to a target placed
within the diamond-shaped
area In (a) at a variety of positions. By integrating the profile along horizontal lines (parallel to dashed lines), the
disparity tuning curve may be derived (right). XL and XR are the stimulus positions for the left and right eyes, respectively.

successfully
to provide
the initial binocular
components
for computational
models that are capable of solving RDS
tests [ll-13,15,16’,17,18].
The disparity
energy model consists
of two
first stage consists
of an array of binocular
with RFs for both eyes. The output of the
goes through a half-squaring
nonlinearity
(i.e.

stages. The
simple cells
simple cells
rectification

+ squaring),
and is summed
by the complex
cell stage.
The predicted
binocular
RF for a complex
cell is shown
in Figure lc, within a diamond-shaped
domain similar to
that of Figure la. There is a horizontally
elongated
area of
high sensitivity,
which is a desirable characteristic,
as noted
above. The traditional
form of a disparity tuning curve may
be derived from this binocular
RF by integrating
the RF
along the horizontal
lines (i.e. projections
to the near-far
axis) as shown at the right of Figure lc.
We [14’] have shown that the disparity
energy
model
describes
accurately
binocular
RFs of complex cells in cat
striate cortex. Figure Za depicts a representative
binocular
RF measured
using a pair of dark bar-shaped
stimuli

and ‘fitted’ using the disparity
energy model. The small
amplitude
and lack of structure
in the residual
error
profile (panels on the right) show the goodness
of fit. A
reversal of contrast
of the stimulus
for one eye caused
an inversion
of the central portion
of the binocular
RI;,
as shown
and dark

in Figure
2b (measured
bar for the left and right

using
eyes,

a bright bar
respectively).

Again, the same disparity
energy model predicts
the cell
responses
accurately. The inversion
is more clearly vis:ble
in the disparity
tuning
curves (Figure
2c) obtained
by
projecting
the two-dimensional
profiles from Figure 2a and
2b onto the near-far axis: the central excitatory
peak for the
matched-polarity
condition
(solid curve) becomes
a trough
when reversed-contrast
stimuli are used (dashed curve).
\iery similar
results
were obtained
in a recent
study
by Cumming
and Parker
[19”]
of Vl complex
cells
in the alert behaving
monkey.
Using
dynamic
RDS
stimuli
consisting
of randomly
placed
bright and dark
dots, they measured
disparity
tuning
curves while the
monkey
maintained
fixation.
An example
is depicted
in Figure
2d (filled circles),
to which
a tuning
curve
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do not play a role in solving

correspondence

threshold
portions

Parker’s [19”] results is that the disparity
energy model
predicts
the responses
of Vl complex
cells to RDS
almost completely.
h:ot only are responses
to same-contrast

for firing apparently
clips away
of the curves,
the inversion
of

the
the

negative
curve is

clear. The authors
emphasize
that these
responses
to
reversed-contrast
stimuli do not in fact reflect ‘conscious’
perception
perception

of depth
(see [ZO]), because
of depth with reversed-contrast

there
is no
RDS [21,22].

Therefore,
they conclude
that neurons in Vl do not solve
the correspondence
problem globally. The lack of a global
solution
at this stage is somewhat
expected,
given the
generally
accepted
notion that most neurons in Vl operate
as localized
filters that see only a portion of the stimuli
that happen
to fall within
their RF. It is important
to
note,
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lack
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Dashed contours indicate negative values. (b) Responses
(c) Disparity tuning curves were derived from (a) and (b).
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stimuli, respectively.
Data for (a-c) from
from Cumming and Parker [19**1). Data are shown
based on the disparity energy model.
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energy model. Data from (a,b) the cat (compiled from Ll4.1; n=40, of which 38 cells are
conditions)
and (c,d) the monkey (compiled from [19”1; n=72) are presented for comparison

with the predlctions
of the dispanty energy model. (a,c) Dlstributlons
of the phase of the disparity
condition with respect to that for the matched-contrast
condition for cat and monkey, respectrvely.

tuning curve for the reversed-contrast
The model predicts the phase difference

to

be 180”. (b,d) Distributions

of the ratio of response

to that for the matched-contrast

are

shown.

a ratlo of 1 .O.

The model

predicts

amplitude

for the reversed-contrast

reversed-contrast
case to those
for the matched-contrast
condition.
The
disparity
energy
model
predicts
that
there will be a phase inversion
(180” shift) while the
amplitude
remains the same (amplitude
ratio = 1). Figure 3
summarizes
the data from cat [13*] and monkey
[ 19”].
‘I’he phase of the reversed-contrast
disparity tuning curve
is clearly
clustered
around
180”, as predicted
by the
model, for both cat (Figure 3a) and monkey
(Figure 3c),
although
the distribution
for the cat is somewhat
broader.
Interestingly,
however,
there is an unexpected
systematic
bias in the amplitude
distributions.
For the vast majority
of complex
cells, responses
to reversed-contrast
stimuli
are substantially
weaker
than those to matched-contrast
stimuli, for both cat (Figure 3b) and monkey (Figure 3d).
This tendency
appears
to be more pronounced
for the
monkey
(mean
ratio =0.52+0.46sd)
than
for the cat

(mean ratio = 0.79 i 0.60 sd). Some neurons responded
very
weakly or not at all to reversed-contrast
stimuli. This is
clearly a deviation
from the prediction
of the disparity
energy
model.
However,
it is also a deviation
in the
desired direction, in the sense that, ideally, there should be
no response
to reversed-contrast
stimuli if these neurons
support
conscious
perception
of depth
[19**,20]. The
source of this deviation
is not clear. It is possible
that

condition

condltlon

the bias that favors matched-contrast
stimuli is based on
feedback
signals from higher-order
areas that implement
global stereo-matching.
However,
the fact that the bias is
observed
for cells in anesthetized,
paralyzed
cats suggests
that such mechanisms
may lie at a stage not involved
in
the conscious
perception
of stereoscopic
stimuli.
It may be argued that the bias for matched-contrast
may simply reflect preferences
of cells to either

stimuli
bright or

dark stimuli,
as found for Vl complex
cells [10,23] and
in higher-order
areas [24,25]. EIowever, this possibility
is
unlikely because
monocular
biases in the responsiveness
to bright and dark stimuli do not generally predict reduced
responses
to dichoptically
reversed-contrast
stimuli.
In
particular,
even in cases in which both bright and dark
stimuli elicited equally strong responses,
reversed-contrast
stimuli
usually generated
much weaker
responses
(SW
figure 6 in [14-l).

Responses

to RDS stimuli

The results presented
in Figure 2 suggest that individual
neurons
are unable to signal information
as to whether
they are excited
by a stimulus
of optimal
disparit)
or by reversed-contrast
stimuli
at another
disparity.
At
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(a) A typlcal spatial frequency

consequence
of such band-pass filtering by the RF is that any complex visual stimuli (depicted
version (bottom) that is highly periodic. (c) Equivalent periodic stimuli will produce combinations
reversed,

that are excitatory

anywhere

within

the binocular

RF. (d) This relationship

tuning

curve for a Vl

complex

cell. (b) A

here by noise, top) is equivalent to a filtered
of appropriate
contrasts, both matched and

is not sensitive

to absolute

monocular

positlons

of stimuli,

first glance,
such a response
pattern
would
appear
to
be undesirable
because
it implies
that the cells signal
an ambiguous
message.
However,
this is not the case.
Consider
another
important
property
of these complex
cells: each is tuned to a specific spatial frequency,
as shown
by the tuning curve in Figure 4a. Because of this band-pass

registration
of left and right images at the preferred
spatial
frequency.
Figure 4d shows that this registration
process
is not sensitive
to the absolute
position
of bright and
dark segments
in each eye’s view, as long as the binocular
disparity is appropriate
for the cell.

characteristic,
any complex
image becomes
equivalent
to
a filtered
version
of the image. This means that, for a

Comparisons
of Figure 4c and 4d to Figure
la indicate
that a Vl complex cell solves the correspondence
problem
as best as it can within the localized
image area that it
sees through the RFs. It signals a registration
of left and
right images within a localized area. It has also been shown
that the disparity energy model implements
a computation
mathematically
equivalent
to interocular
cross-correlation
[13], an operation
highly suitable
for registration
tasks.
Of course,
being a localized
detector,
it cannot
solve
the global stereo correspondence
problem
alone, because
of an aperture
problem
for stereopsis
[26,27*]. However,
by signaling
patch-wise
registration
of images
over a
larger area containing
multiple
dots and lines,
a Vl
complex
cell substantially
reduces
the complexity
of the
correspondence
problem
[4-61.

given cell, the image
the main frequency

is effectively
of the RF

highly periodic, having
profile.
Binocularly,
a

combination
of such periodic
stimuli creates a pattern of
matches
that is perfectly
optimal
everywhere
within the
binocular RF, such as depicted
in Figure 4c: the diagonally
elongated
region of excitation
for matched-contrast
stimuli
(solid contour)
receives
appropriate
stimuli
(filled and
open symbols);
likewise,
the two flanking
regions excitatory to reversed-contrast
stimuli (dashed
contour)
also
receive optimal stimuli, a combination
of bright and dark
segments
of stimuli (half-filled
symbols).
Therefore,
the
sensitivity
to reversed-contrast
is beneficial
in that it enhances

stimuli
signals

of Vl complex cells
indicating
binocular
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Conclusions
In the past year, there have been significant
advances
in our understanding
of the roles of Vl complex
cells
for stereoscopic
vision. They are detectors
for interocular
image registration
In this context,

that operate within a limited
it makes
perfect
sense
that

RF area.
vergence

cyc movementsthe purpose
of which is to bring left
and right images into a best possible
registration-are
generated
by both matched-contrast
and reversed-contrast
stimuli, as if they are driven by these complex cells [28**].
However, for stereoscopic
vision, image registration
is only
the beginning.
Further
processing
must be performed
to
extract
borders
defined
by depth
differences,
which is
necessary
for detecting
a shape embedded
in a RDS. This
process
does not take place in Vl. One way in which
such a ‘cyclopean
edge detector’
may be constructed
is by
an antagonistic
(subtractive)
convergence
of output of \:l
complex cells tuned to different
disparities,
just as simple
cell RFs (once thought of as luminance
edge detectors)
are
composed

of antagonistic

subregions.
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